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VOLUME 4.

Qlobe Wernicke Sectional Elastic Bookcases and Filing

MRS. THAW
NEEDS REST

meat was made here to day that the

Calumet and Hecla mining companies
would take charge of the Osceola,
Centennial & Allouiz Mining Companies. The Calumet and, Hecla
Company Slaving purchased a majori-

stock of the others.
o
Calamity at Parsons, N. M.
Travelers from 4 he iwest bring the
sews of a calamity that occurred at
Parsons, Bn the "Vfiite Mtountaina,
DEFENDANT'S WIFE SAID TO BE about ten days ago. Mrs. Wm. Pethe-rwas building a fire with a can of
SHOWING EFFECTS OF
coal oil and the fire reached the can
THE TRIAL.
causing an explosion which set the
house on fire. Mrs. Pethero's clothes
and the clothes of her
child caught afire, also, and botii
were burned to death. Nothing could
TO PROVE THAW INSANE be done for them, although there were
people nearby.
ty of

FEBRUARY 23,

EVENING,

of the tourney tomorrow the players
will leave for Coronado, near San
Diego, where the international tournament will be played. The entry
lists for the international tourney
closed today and the play will begin
March 7.

-

o

four-year-ol-

Mrs. A. H. Rockafeilow

at

While Running Around a Curve on a Heavy Grade
the Rate of fifty Miles an Hour.

d

ALL PASSENGERS ARE

ACCOUNTED FOtf

daughters. Misses Susie and Joesale
Rockafeilow, arrived Friday morning Bolt Breaks
from Evart. Minn., for aa extended
Going Into
visit with Mrs. Rockafellow's sister,

Jerome May Ask That a Commission
in Lunacy Be Appointed to Examine Thaw. Bets on the Result of Mrs.
the Trial Being Placed at Odds.

New York .Feb.

2.?.

G. A. Richardson.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Divers returned thte morning from a two months'
visit in San Diego, Los Angeles and
Pasadena, California. They report a
very
pleasant visit and that CaliforEvelyn Thaw
nia has the green of summer.

sadly needed the three days of grace
brought about by the holiday from
District Attorney Jerome's searching
examination. That she is suffering
greatly under the ordeal is plainly
aparent, and some fears are expressed that ehe may not be Ue to withstand the trying situation still before
her. 'Tis believed that Jerome will not
finish with ihe witness under two
days more. Today reports were revived that Jerome is nearly ready to
bring his application for a lunacy com
mission to examine the defendant.
It is said that be has examined the
family physician and family history
and has become convinced that Thaw
is now ha sane. Both Thaw and his
wife are greatly concerned about the
report that no matter what the outcome of the trial may .be, Evelyn
would receive $300,000 as a reward
for testifying for her iwisband. She
refused to say a word about it, but
lawyer Gleeson denied it most
Am attempt
made by Jerome to
have a commission in lunacy appointed to examine Thaw will be vigorously opposed by Thaw's attorneys.
Mrs. Thaw visited her husband today and remained the full three hours
allowed visitors. She appeared in better condition physically than yester-

day.

Betting on Thaw Case.
San Francisco. Cal.. Feb. 23. In
the pool rooms along Fillmore street
where bets are placed on fights and

DUNNflS"

PRESENT

MAYOR

OF
TO-DA- Y

CHICAGO
BY

ACCLAMATION.

HARRISON WITHDREW

The Senate Discusses Financial Bill
Today. President and Mrs. Roosevelt. Visit Their Sons at School.
Will Also Go to Cambridge.

races, handbooks are being kept on
the Thaw case, the prevailing odds
being 2 to 1 that the trial will result
in conviction.

The Democratic
city convention today made the following nominations: Mayor Edward
F. Dunne, present incumbent; treasurer, John F. Traeger; City Clerk.,
Thomas F. Little. These nominations
were made by acclamation by the
Hearst-Dunnpeople and .the followers of National Committeeman Roger
Sullivan, they having reached an
agreement to that extent. Before the
convention met Carter Harrison withdrew as a candidate for the mayoralty
Discussing Financial Bill.
Washington, D. C. Feb. 23. Senator Aidrlch today succeeded in having the agricultural bill temporarily
laid aside in order that his financial
bill might receive further consideration. As soon as the Aid rich measure
was taken up. Senator Nelson resumed his argument in support of his
amendment requiring ibanks to pay
Interest on government deposits.
The house today adopted the conference report on the legislative, executive and judicial apropriatlon bill.
President in Boston.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 23. President
and Mrs. Roosevelt, who came to
Massachusetts to pay a flying visit
to their sons at Harvard and Groton
school, arrived here today. The President was driven to the home of Dr.
W. S. Bigelow. a Harvard College
classmate, and Mrs. Roosevelt with
her daughters. Miss Ethel and Mrs.
Longworth, to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George C. Lee, where they will
remain a short time before taking
the train for Groton. where Kermit
Roosevelt is at schools. The President
will spend the greater part of the
day at Cambridge.
Chicago, Feb. 23.

LEASE LAW IS LOST
FOR THIS SESSION.

Elza White returned this
morning from Washington, D.
C. where he, Sol. Luna, of
Aibuouerque, and Harry Kelly
of Lab Vegas, represented the
sheep breeders of New Mexi- co in a concerted effort to
prevent the passage of the
law relative to leasing the
Upon his re- public domain.
turn. Mr. White found a tele- gram awaiting him announc- Ing chat 'the grazing lease
amendment Just went out on
a point of order." The message
came from Senator C. D.
Clark, of Wyoming, and it is
taken to mean that the pro-posed lease law is lost for this
session of congress. This was
expected by its supporters, the
cattlemen, who predict a big
fight for it next session.

"RELATION OF SOUTH
TO PENDING PROBLEMS
Baltimore. Md., Feb. 22. The prin-

cipal address at the annual exercises
today, oonrtneorative of the opening
of Johns Hopkins University was delivered by Kannis Taylor, former
minister to Spain. His subject was.
"Relation of the South to Pending
Problems." He regarded ' the thirteenth amendment to the Constitution aa a declaration of independence,
because K set tae South free from a
dying institution. The first great mistake, tie declared, was the enfranchisement of those entirely unprepared for citizenship. The basic principle
jopon which the new Southern Constitution rests to .he said, that as
fast aa their colored citizens become
qualified by education or property
or both, for 2ie franchise they should
be endowed iwtth it. The South, Taylor maintained, had reaped
expandoua benefit from territorial
sion.

e

'

The first regular recital of the Philharmonic orchestra will be given in
tbe new Sheridan block Thursday
night of next week. The orchestra
numbers will be alternated with vocal selections by Mrs. Kiigour. Mrs.
Ellis and Mrs. J. J. Williamson, and
a trio for violin, flute and piano by
Miss Kvm Nelson. Mr. A. S. Trube
and Mrs. J. M. Nelson. The orchestra
has been lately enlarged to eighteen
Special efforts are being
pieces.
A BIO. DEAL AMONG
MINING COMPANIES. made to make this the mimical event
'
.
Boston, Msia Feb. 22. Annou nee-- of the season.
;

o
EARTH-

QUAKE AT KINGSTON.
Kingston, Jamaica, Feb. 23. A violent earthquake shock occurred yesterday .which caused quite a scare.
It was the heaviest since the disaster of January 18. No loss of life occurred, but several damaged buildings collapsed.

Under the Big Engine, and the Train is Derailed
Pasthe Conenaugh River. There were Fifty-fou- r
sengers on Board, and While all Were More or Less Injured,
all Have Been Accounted For. None Were Killed. Early address.
Reports Showed Fourteen Missing But Later Details Received
Mexican
Report all Passengers Accounted For.
Mexico City,

G. A. Davisson returned Thursday
Johnstown, Pa., Feb. 23. The Penn
from a stay of several days at San An sylvan ia Special, the fast
tonio, Texas and went from here to
Hagerman Friday, accompanied by train, on the Pennsylvania railroad
his brother C. W. Davisson, and W. between New York and Chicago, 'was
wrecked at Black Diamond, 7 .miles
D. Hedrick. of Peabody, Kansas.
east of Johnstown shortly after midnight. From - forty to fifty were injured and twelve are .reported missing. The train wa3 running 50 miles

NAMED

ANOTHER

Won't Speak to Colored Brethren.
Columbus, O., Feb. 23. The secreta
ry of the Ohio Colored Educational
and Agricultural association has. received word .that President Roosevelt
will be unable to carry out his previously declared intention of being
present at the fair and delivering an

wo

and

FURNITURE COMPANY.

Many handsome prizes are offered
for the polo tournament and race
meeting. Immediately upon the close

GOES INTO A RIVER

an hour and was 35 minutes late.
When it rounded a sharp curve at
Black Diamond the whole train swayed. The engine and smoker remained
upon the tracks, but the Pullmans
left the rails and plunged down a 60
foot embankment. The railroad officials refuse to give out any information, but it is reported that 54 passengers were on the train when it left
Altoona, and only forty are said to
be accounted for. It is believed thait
the missing are dead in the wreckage in the river into which the train
plunged. The wreck was caused by
what is termed by railroad men an
unavoidable accident. The brake rigging on the first Pullman following
the combination coach dropped and
tore up he right rail for a distance
of 300 yards. Among the injured are
a number of prominent people including Frederick A. Busse, postmaster
of Chicago; Samuel F. Nixon, of Nixon & ZLmmerman, theatrical proprietors, not fatally injured; Felix
Isman, theatrical proprietor, Philadelphia, seriously; L. A. Singer, manager la. Salle Theatre, Chicago, not seriously; J. Wood Wilson, Marlon,
Marlon, Ind., seriously; Ldghtner Hen
firm of Purdy &
d arson, Chicago
Henderson, civil engineers; Geo. S.
Wood, manager Colonial theatre,
seriously; J. K. Kern,
attorney, Chicago, seriously.
Chi-cig-

ex-stat- e

Accident

Described.

Pittsburg, Pa.," Feb. 23. In a statement given out from the train dispatcher's office the following account
of the accident is given: One of the
bolts holding up the brake rigging
under the engine snapped, with the
result that the brake shoes were let
down on the rails. One of the brake
shoes got under one of - the main
driving wheels and partly derailed
the big engine. About 300 yards of
track was torn up, after which the
engine left the track and dragged
with it three cars. These cars slid
down the embankment and landed
on their sides in the Conemaugh river, submerging them to a depth of
about two feet. There were 54 passengers on board, and all were more
or less injured. The more seriously
injured were taken to Altoona," and

Military Change.
Feb. 23. By order of
President Diaz the headquarters of
the Third .military zone have been
changed from Monterey to Matomoras
all the passengers have been accoun- on the Rio Grande opposite, Brownsville, Texas.
It is stated that this
ted for.
change marks the beginning of a genNo One Killed.
Alrtoona,
Pa., Feb. 23. So far as eral plan of the war department to
can be learned from officials of the effect a different disposition of the
Pennsylvania road .here, no one was troops over the entire country.
flykilled in the wreck of the
er near Johnstown last night. Only
one passenger, John F. Kline, postmaster of Joliet, was fatally injured.

the"pacTfig

JL

Try Assailant of Girls.
Baton

Rouge, La., Feb.

The

23.

case of the State of Louisiana against
Lazar Mehojevich, alias George Morris, recently convicted of assault upon
two little girls by a jury in the New
Orleans section of the district court,
was argued before the supreme court
today.

o

Washington University Alumni.
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 23. The annual banquet of the Alumni association
of Washington university will take
place this evening at the Planter's
hotel. Many distinguished graduates
of the institution will respond to the
many toasts.

STRONG ARMORED FLEET WILL
BE FORMED ON PACIFIC.

WORSE THAN WAR

f

We nell Couches, Davenports, Lounges, Folding:
Beds, Ec, but after all a
rtxKl substantial Iron Bed
with a nice Feft Mattress
and a gofd Steel Coil Spring
is the Bent sleeping place
you can buy. This bed
complete as described for
only f 23.

FURNITURE
THE LEADERS.

CO.

REPORT

A

ON WOLVES

wolf-pro-

Mr. Vernon Bailey's Work.

imme in Marshall, Minnesota, having
spent two weeks here with the family
of bis father A Dekker He will re-

The biological survey of the department of agriculture took up the problem about a year ago, and sent Mr.
Bailey to study wolves on the ground
where they operated. He succeeded
in one season in doing what the ranchmen, the state bounties and the professional trappers had failed to do in
a generation. He worked out a simple method of reducing the wolf population, and the letters of the Cattlemen to the department of agriculture
say that the losses have easily been
reduced $2,000,000 a year. Some of
them say the reduction is as much
as four-fifthbut the former figure is
the more conservative. This does not
count incidental saving in sheep, horses and hogs and in game animals.
The wolf zone according to the report, covers the whole of the west of
the center of Kansas and Nebraska,
the most of the area of the gulf states
and part of Florida. This is the range
of the gray wolf, the most destrictive
of the several species. Within it the
losses of the cattlemen from wolves
average about 10 per cent annually.
The several states pay from $10,000
to $20,000 each a year in state bounties, and in some of the states there
are as many as three bounties payable
on each wolf a state bounty, a county bounty and a bounty offered by the
Seeing that
ranchmen's association.
a wolf pelt In first class condition is
worth from $4 to $6, and the bounty
sometimes runs as high as $40, wolf
harvesting carried on judiciously is
a rather lucrative profession.
There
are many frauds in connection with
it, and the floating class of hunters
and trappers who migrate to the point
where the bounties are highest make
a good thing out of It. Some of them
in fact, boast of knowing where certain wolf families congregate, but refrain from killing the wolf pups, preferring to let them grow up for the
higher bounty. The ranchmen themselves say that their trappers are not
terwilling to clear out a
ritory even when they can, as they
have no desire to work themselves
out of a job.
Mr. Bailey did not start on the work
with any such financial considerations
to govern him, and worked out a very
simple method for clearing
ranches. He studied the habits
of the animals and found that It was
easy to trail them to the breeding den
They hunt mostly at night, and consequently trails in the morning can be
followed direct to the dens and at
night by following the back trail. The
wolves breed mostly from March to
May and in this season it is a eompars

in dosing out his interests there.

ing dens and kill off the puns. In addi

San Francisco, Cal,, Feb. 23. It is
authoritatively, although unofficially
reported in local aval circles that
the formation of a stroug armored
fleet on the Pacific coast will be inaugurated by dispatching the battle
ships Indiana and Iowa at an early
date to this city. The new battle ship
Nebraska, now nearly finished at Seattle, and the battle ships Wisconsin
and Oregon, being extensively overhauled at Puget Sound navy yard.
These five battle ships may be reinforced during the next few months
by two more from tie Atlantic.
Worse Than War.
London,
Feb. 23. The Mail publishes a Rome dispatch in which
Prof, Matteucoi, of the Vesuvius- observatory, is quoted as declaring
that at the end of March the substance of the comet discovered by
Marthett will come In contact with
the earth's atmosphere, with consequences probably
dangerous to the
earth. The professor is of the opinion
that the change will be brief, but it
may be acute. If the earth comes into
collision with the comet's tail, the
earth's atmosphere may possibly
cause ignition and destroy life.
(The two stories above are classed
together as "hot air." Ed.)
-

-

Bishop of Portugal in Illinois.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 23. The Bishop
of Lisbon, Portugal, is in Chicago today and tomorrow will go to Joilet to
address the Portuguea mill workers.
The Bishop is visiting America for

the purpose of investigating conditions among the Portuguese residents
of this country.
.

?

Newspaper.
.Joplia, Mo., Feb. 23. The Globe, a
local newspaper, will issue tomorrow
morning one of the largest newspapers ever printed in the Southwest,
To Issue

Big

consisting of nearly 100 pages of the
regular seven column size.

Our Speciality is a Good Bed.'

tion to this, shootfcig, trapping, mn4
poisoning easily keeps down the
adults.
The wolves discovered 4n the course
of the season's work had families of
from two to twelve pups, and, as the
average estimate of damage was
$1,000 per wolf per year, it was easy
to see that a wolf family on a ranch
was an expensive luxury. Governor
Brooks of Wyoming said that In one
season he paid bounties of $10 each
SAID IT SAVES AT LEAST TWO on fifty wolves on his ranch and conMILLIONS A YEAR.
sidered it a good investment.
Not a Product of Forest Reserve.
Another interesting fact developed
by the investigation was' that) the
wolves were not a product of he forest reserves. They seemed to breed
' IS A LIVE SUBJECT
exclusively in the foothills, and of tile
breeding dens located by Mr. Bailey
in Western Wyoming not one was
within the area of the forest reserves.
The report on the wolves covers the
cost
and protective value of
Bailey
Remarkable Work of Vernon
fences, methods of poisoning
in the Extermination of Wolves.
Heavy Bounties for Their Scalps and trapping and formulas for "scents"
Paid in Various States. Best Meth- valuable In baiting and trailing the
traps. The rather curious fact was
ods of Killing Them.
developed that while a
wolf can easily clear six or seven
feet, they will not jump a five foot
fence, seeming to have a suspicion of
it as a sort of trap. The same thing
It seems a little remarkable that has been discovered in regard to coycongress should have decided to wipe otes and jack rabbits, and many of the
out the biological survey from among vineyard men of the Pacific coast
the bureaus of the agricultural de- have found that an eighteen Inch fence
partment just at the moment that the Is ample protection against a jack rabsurvey had issued one of the most bit that caV clear six feet without any
valuable reports recently put out from trouble.
Mrs. Bailey has sent in a number of
the department. The report Is that
of Vernon Bailey on wolf extermina- wolves and wolf pups to the Washingtion in the west. This is a live sub- ton Zoo and is on very friendly terms
ject with stock raisers of ali sorts, but with a number of the big fellows who
especially with the cattlemen. There have grown up from puppies, but this
has been a good deal of discussion in is a particular form of intimacy that
the past two years over the enormous is not imitated by any of the other ofdamage done by wolves, and their ficials of the department who visit
constant increase on the cattle ranges his pets out there. Texas Stockman
This increase was laid largely by Journal.
many observers to the institution of
o
the forest reserves, which are suppos- THREE MORE SURed to furnish cover and a breeding
VIVORS RESCUED.
place for the wolves and a retreat for
Hook of Holland, Feb. 23. In the
them after their raids on the herds. early hours this morning the three
Whether this was true might be open remaining survivors were taken off
to argument, but there was no quest- the wreck of the steamer Berlin iby
ion about the damage the wolves were the same life boat crew which has
doing. The best estimates that could done such splendid .work during the
be made placed the damage to cattle- past sixty hours. AH three are women alone in the four or five states men. This makes the number of savand territories along the eastern slope ed 15 out of 141 .who were on the vesof the Rocky mountains at $4,000,000. sel.
a year.

o

Correct Sleeping Place

ULLERY

war fleet

Texas Teachers' Conference.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 23. A conference
of the high school, normal and college Noted Scientist Predicts Disaster
With
teachers of the state was held here aFrom a Collision of the Earth
May
Be
Change
Tail.
Comet's
today, in response to a call issued by
Acute and Destroy Life.
L. H. Hubbard, secretary of the Texas Teachers' Association. High school
and college English methods are being discussed.
California Polo Tournament.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 23. A car
nival of polo and pony racing is now
in progress at San Mateo that will
give the polo enthusiasts and pony
fanciers of the West an opportunity
to indhige in their favorite sports to
their hearts' content. The tournament is being held on the grounds of
C. W. Clark, the 'millionaire
polo
champion of northern California, at
San Mateo. The meet rwhich began
Thursday, is under the auspices of
the California Polo and Pony racing
Association.
The pony races are being held today and .the finals In the
polo tourney will be played tomorrow. The program for today's racing
includes the following:
Quarter mile for maiden ponies,
weight 160 pounds; three-eight- h
mile,
the winner to be sold for $500; three-fourth- s
mile. Galloway race; quarter
mile, top (weight 165 pounds one-balmile, top weight 160 pounds
Free transportation for all players,
grooms and attendants and all race
and polo ponies was provided by the
association, which is also caring for
all visiting players and their grooms
land ponies during their stay.

NUMBER 304

1907

Cabinets.--ULLER- Y

PENNA. FAST FLYER

Che

womb.

John Dekker left Friday

for his

wolf-ridde-

n

wolf-ridde-

turn to make his home if he succeeds tlvely easy matter to locate the

n

breed-

Norwegian Vessel Ashore.
Copenhagen, Denmark, Feb. 23.
The three masted' Norwegian vessel
Timaru went ashore off Fjaltring
west coast of Jutland yesterday. The
ship was a total loss, and her crew,
numbering 18 men, were drowned.
Chief of Police Attacked.
Odessa, Feb. jlZ. A bomb was
thrown beneath the carriage of Chief
of Police Colonel Von Geseerge ns
he was leaving his office in the center of the city this afternoon. The
explosion of the bomb wrecked the
carriage, severely Injured the chief
and shattered windows in all the
houses of the surrounding neighborhood. The would-b- e
assassin escaped,
o
Miss Ivia Elliott returned yesterday from a two weeks' visit in St.
Louis and other eastern markets,
where she was studying styles for
the spring millinery trade. Miss Elliott is head milliner at the store of
Joyce, Fruit & Co.
Misses Rose White, Daisy Babcock,
and Adelia Scudder, all popular Roa- well school teachers, went to the
ranch with Mr. and Mrs. Carroon,
near Orchard Park, Friday morning
to spend the three days' holiday afforded by Washington's birthday, Saturday and Sunday.
Capt. and Mrs. John W. Poe left
on a four or five
this morning
months' trip abroad.
They will go
via New York to Naples and Rome,
and go north in Europe as iixe season
advances,
spending eome time in
France and Germany and reaching
the British Isles iby the latter part
of May or early in June.

Harry Hamilton, postmaster of
returned today on the auto from
Santa Fe. He states that Artesia
county has already won out and will
be established. He said it was too
late to fight the proposition further.

Ar-tesi- a,

Millard Stone returned Friday night
from Lincoln county, where he has
been for seven weeks inspecting and
dipping cattle. He has badly poisoned
hands from the latter work. He re-

ports some scab among the sheep
the mountains.

ha

o

Mrs. Smith, wife of the former car
Inspector of the P. V. & N. B. railroad here, came in on the auto today from Willard to visit her daughter, Mrs. Haydn 'Croft, wim is 11L
Hamilton Says New County Wins.

Bernard Pos returned on the auto
a trip to Phoenix.

today from

Sheriff C. U BaUard went

ta Fe on the auto Saturday.

to

San-

.
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Seventeen States
of 'the Union. :
While the united 'educational forces
of the Territory are agitating the
question of taking the office of county superintendent of schools out of
politics, it is interesting to find that
a least seventeen states have divorced politics and the school. On pages 249 to 518 of Volume One, 1904,
Report of the Department of Interior
Commissioner of Education, may be
P found a digest of the state school systems. From this digest, we find that
the county superintendent or district
superintendent is appointed by various boards as indicated in .the following tabulation:
Arkansas (County Court.
Georgia, (County Board of Educa-

There are said to be many able torial or two from the standpoint of
an expert.
in the New Mexico legislature
Payton Drug, Book &
but ability Is an evil unless it be ea
gov
CHARITY THAT DOES
listed in the interest of good,
Company.
Stationery
PERMANENT COOD
.
ernment.
Miss Anita Moore, of St. Louis, in
The natives can save New Mexico a recent address before the Missour'
from the grafters if they wiU. But Immigration Association, said:
"Here, then, is the problem for the victory in 190S." And any one at all
hey must first free themselves from
slavery o bosses and declare their philanthropic people to solve. In Head familiar with the "situation .will be
of giving all of their money to chari forced to admit that the Record's rea
independence.
sound. It
ty in the cities, either personally or soning is
goes withou saying' that if the Gov
through
organizations,
help
let
says
them
Plnson
Commissioner
Street
ernor wins we shall have better gov
that there appears to be more inter these people to go back to nature. eminent than if the gang succeeds,
est shown this seasonr in cleaning up The charity that simply supplies the and it is equally certain that if the
than ever before in RoeweH. Everybo- immediate material needs of a man gang succeeds in the effort to make
dy seems to have caught the spirit is not worthy of the name. It robs the legislature do
its bidding the Reof making Hoswoll a cleaner and bet the individual of his divine inheri publican party of the Territory will
independence
tance
of
makes
and
ter city.
him a chronic pauper, without his go to Davy Jones' at the next elec
Charity given in a city tion. The party already has all the
The Record Is not fooling you this Is
a makeshift. The same money ap Bursum load it can carry. It could
time. Rev. E .McQueen Gray will plied
to getting the same people in not sustain itself under another
conduct the morning service at the dependently
majority of
established in the conn ounce. Its magnificent
Episcopal church tomorrow. And, by
ten
last elec
at
thousand
shrank
the
try will make of them splendid citi
the iway, he te about the only man zens;
tion to a beggarly two hundred and
only
not
will
to
enable
it
them
iwe ever met outside of the medical
fifty, on the face of the returns, and
profession who objects' to free ad exist, but to prosper; will help them the antics of the gang at Santa Fe
to
excel
in
their
educate
children
the
vertising.
lent schools which are provided in since the legislature imet have alrea
every town and hamlet, and will add dy disgusted and driven out five times
Elder C. C. Hill rwill preach tomor to the prosperity and greatness of as many of our voters as would be
necessary to turn the scale. If we
Conn our
row morning on "Misplaced
nation.'
hope to save New Mexico to the Reden.ee." This does not signify that
publican party in 1908. we have got
he has himself been sold any "gold
TELL THEM THE TRUTH.
to wash our hands clean and clear
bricks," but the topic is one he conIt is not the simple and illiterate of every taint of Bursumism, and turn
siders important generally. He be- - natives,
but the cunning and charac over a new leaf. That's not a pleas'
guard
on
tieves in 'being always
terless politicians who are responsible ant prospect for Republicans to con
against overconfhience.
for the corruption of Territorial gov- template, bu
the stubborn
it
ernment. The natives have been de truth, and the real is friends of Re
continues
Journal
Albuquerque
The
ceived and flattered long enough. It
are not
to publish the proceedings of the leg- is time for them to learn the respon pubKcanism in the Territory
islature in detail, both inside and out sibilities of American citizenship and those who close their eyes to the ac
side of the legislative halls, in spite free themselves from slavery to po tnal situation and try to canonize the
leaders who are riding the
of the fact that fje paper's corres litical bosses. They have the power blundering
to ruin. Albuquerque
pondent, H. B. Hening. has been bar and the capacity to prove New Mexi party headlong
( Rep.)
Journal
red from the floor and galleries. The co worthy of statehood. Their further
Grin and bear it, old iman. It will
advertising given the Journal, too, degradation is inevitable unless they
making of the Democratic par
be
more
helps to get the news before
prepare to meet the conditions and re ty, the
and
after it stops hurting you
people than before.
sponsibilities imposed by the growth may be glad to join us in a crusade
and progress of the Territory, and thai is the real thing.
Pastor Vermillion, of the Baptist join the forces of good government.
church, i preparing a series of ser They were here first anj have the TEXT OF THE NEW
mons on "The Bible." This should first right to share in the prosperity
BILL.
interest everybody, for be it frankly and development of the irioh resources
An Act to prohibit gambling in the
admitted, nearly all of us are guilty of the Territory. But they should
territory of New Mexico,
of neglecting this greatest and moat not be deceived, or deceive them
Be it enacted by the
helpful book of all the one Book on selves, into the belief that the ma
voters do not legislative assembly of the territory
whose teachings is based all of liter jority of American
place purity of the ballot and honest of New Mexico.
ature that is worth reading.
government above party, or that bu
Section 1. It shall hereafter be unsinesa competition will grant them
The poll tax law Introduced in the any
to run or operate any banking
lawful
save
on
consideration
their
legislature lacks an essential feature
games of chance such as faro, .monta
merits.
every
voter is
The only way to catch
pass faro, pass monte, twenty-one- ,
4y a provision making the possession
,
hazarfi, fantan
roulette,
of a poll tax receipt an essential RHETORIC AND OTHER THINGS poker, stud poker, red and black, high
qualification for voting. Then a fur
Former President Cleveland still and low, or any other banking games
ther provision should impose a hea has "em all beaten on long sentences. or games of chance played with dice
vy penalty on any candidate for pub In the Chicago speech printed in yes- or
cards by whatsoever name known,
lic office or agent of such candidate terday's Dally Record there was one in the Territory of New Mexico.
who pays the poll tax of any man sentence containing 153 words and
Sec. 2. Any person who is the own
we believe this exceeds even his own er or possessor of .the games mention
wttJi a view of securing his vote.
previous record. Then there was one
ed in section one or any person engag
Sunday evening Rev. Edwin Emer sentence of 97 words, and several of ed in operating such games, or who
son Davis, of the Presbyterian church forty to fifty words. The clearest and is in actual possession and control as
wlH deliver the third lecture of the most forcible sentence of all was a
lessee or otherwise of the. premises
series on "Early History of Chris comparatively short one, as follows: upon which the games are run or
tianity," the subject being "Persecu"It is only partisan Impudence that operated, shall be guilty of a misde
tion and Martyrdom." People who condemns a member of a political meanor and upon conviction thereof
beard the lecture of last Sunday eve- party, .who, on proper occasion, sub shall be punished by a fine of not less
ning will undoubtedly ibe present
mits its conduct and the loyalty to than one hundred ($100.00) dollars or
and others who have failed to hear principle of its leaders to a court more than five hundred ($500.00) dol
the first two lectures of the series over which his conscience, his rea- lars, and shall be imprisoned in the
are assured that they have missed son, and his political understanding county jail for not less than G months.
an Intellectual and spiritual treat op preside."
Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of all
Rhetorically even that sentence
portunity.
attorneys to report any and
district
might 'be strengthened by eliminating all violations
of this law to the grand
.Yea, the Record (believes in an ed- a redundant parenthetical
phrase
jury and it shall be the duty of the
ucaUonal qualification for vottng. But but it expresses a thought that is
grand jury to investigate for them
there should be no race distinction taking hold on the minds of the
and cause indictments to be
In the application of its provisions. Americaii people and moving them selves
brought
against any violator of any
It should apply to white, black and as never before to 'beware of band of. the foregoing
mentioned in
H
tan alike. Further, the man who sells wagon politicians. The people are be section one of .thisgames
act, whether in op.hlg.. vote should not be allowed to ginning to know what they want, and
at the time of investigation or
vote, though he be able to recite the demanding the delivery of the goods eration
any
at
time after the passage
Declaration of Independence, the Con- instead of spread eagle oratory and from theother
date
of the commission
of
all
empty
and
excuses
stitution of the United 'States
the
offense.
the statutes of New Mexico from his
Sec. 4. The fines assessed and col
memory. Still further, the man who
TOO MUCH BURSUM.
lected under the provision of this act
penboys votes should be sent to the
The Rosweli Record declares that
go to the benefit of the school
itentiary. Now, Is that plain enough? the Democrats will be gainers thru shall
fund of the school district, town or
any
could
objection
possible
What
the present struggle between the city, in which such offense is commit
bonest man have to such a law?
Governor and the gang .no matter ted. except in towns or cities of over
which side wins, and says: "If the one
tsominent local politicians Hagerman people win, we get better case thousand inhabitants, in which
of all fines shall go to
bave received letters making threats government, and if the Bursum gang the town or city.
to
do
legislature
will
to
what the
as
wins, we are assured of Democratic
Sec. 5. All laws and parts of laws
the Pecos Valley, "unless that d d
authorizing
the licensing of gambling
pally Record lets up on its Abuse of
In the territory of New Mexico and
system
in
tfae lesrtelature." The old
all laws and parts of laws in conflict
herewith are hereby repealed. KkmonnnUy to keep still and share
Sec. . This act shall take effect
lie spoils, and if. any one person or
and be In full force from and after
per in a community makes too
May 1st, 1907.
icx noise the local pie eaters are4 ooee notified to suppress the disNotice.
(Howmanj generations of
irbance. Thus no appropriation be- The Rosweli Telephone Company
behave
worried
mothers
ig made or law passed except eith- is getting out a new directory, to
cause their children contin- tin retaliation or as reward for
issue about March 15. All persons
candy
uously
wanted
which
the grafters have worked up
who iwish any change in the present
the mother knew would do
system that extends to every hamdirectory, please notify me at my of
the little ones serious harm?
let in the Territory. The Record has
fice, 109 E. 3rd St. or G. D. McQuil- Yet how hard it is to refuse!
len, phone 42.
felt the pressure, and on Monday
Mothers you need not worry any longer for Kipling's
02t4.
next s expected to line up for the
E. W. MITCHELL.
system. Ton cannot afford so miss
Candy is harmless. Our
See me or phone me at once for
candy is made of the purest
reading Monday's paper. We might
trees. Will be in Rosweli continually
materials.
14ebat so Car no member of &e k
until the first. Wyatt Johnson. 02t6
government teague has apU good
proached
s on the aubject out we
Figure with B. T. Smith when yon
hope to line them hp later, if we can
want bnggr psiattng. Fbons ITS. 7tf
; Cokraal Frost to write s an edi

'men

"

self-respe-

V

h

chuck-a-luck-

Candy
The Children
Can Eat

Indiana, (Board of Township Trustees.)
Louisiana. (Parish School Board.)
Maine. (Town School Board.)
Maryland, (Board of County School
Committee.)
Massachusetts, (School Committee. )
Mississippi, (State Board of
New Hampshire, (Town Board of
Education.)
New Jersey, (State Board of Educa

tion.)a
North Carolina,

. (County
Board of
Education.)
Ohio, (County oBard of Examiners.)
Pennsylvania, (Joint meeting of
the School Directors.)
Rhode Island, (Town School Com

mittee.)
Tennessee, (County Court.)
Vermont, (Board of School Direc
tors.)
Virginia, (State Board of Educa
tion.)

Pennsylvania School man makes
the following statement concerning
the work of the county superintend
A

"One of the secrets of success in
the work of a school superintendent
is to keep things moving, the people
interested, and the teachers inspired
As soon as the superintendent gets
tired, everybody stops work. The com
munity, the Board of Education, the
teachers, and the pupils generally
move at iiis pace. He sets the step,
he beats the time, he is the standard
bearer. As the superintendents so are
the schools. All sorts of things can
lie done to keep from getting old and
"going stale' as they say in football
circles. In fact all that is necessary
is to be alive, to be worth the money.
to really care to think about the bu
siness. and .to sit up night planning
for the Tiext day. It requires energy
to do it and thereby hangs the diff
erence between a superintendent that
is worth whHe and one that herely

CANDY STORE

All rigs look alike if the finish is alike, but it is the quality under th paint that counts. Livery use is the severest test of vehicles and there is not a livery firm, two years in business,
in this end of the valley that has not bought the second lot of our rigs. It is worth your
while to think about this, if you want the best value for your money.

W.

P.

Lewis

New Real Estate Firm.
this city, and E. F.
Cooper of Dayton have formed a partnership and will combine their real
estate businesses, both having been
engaged in this iwork up to this time
in separate offices. They will also
do immigration work and Mr. Cooper will have charge of that department. He will leave Monday on his
3rst trip East. Mr. Cooper, who formerly resided in Rosweli, will move
his family here. Mr. Millice will have
charge of the local end of the partner
ship and will continue his office at
Room 8, Texas Block.

Eyes tested free at L.
Jeweler and Optician.

B. Boellner,

ids."

03t6

LAND FOR SALE:
At $10.50 and
per acre.
$13.00
Mis Nell R.
Moore.
03t2
ALFALFA 30 or 40 tons .first clas3,
2nd cutting, and Groceries, at P. V.
tG
Feed Yard, Phone 334..
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
open woven wire fence. Apply Oatf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
FOR SALE:
Household
furniture,
Including $60 range and $50 dining
table, both good as new, for half
price, 127 S. Pa. Phone 503. 03t2
10 acres nice land, alFOR SALE:
most adjoining city limits on the
north, $800. Inquire of L. R. Smith
care Western Grocery Co.., Rosweli.
300tf.

THEATRE
F. C. NELMS,
--

-

Manager

TWO SHOWS DAILY- -

7j15 and 8jl5 p. m.

Program For
tire Week

En-

Of

Feb.

19

to 23

Overture.
Poor Tutor.
Post Child.
Song. "In the Village by the
Sea."

lf

Cross Country.
Song. "Sweetest Girl In Dixie."
Dog Detective.

Overture.
Rehearsing a Play.
Indian Revenge.
Exit March.

.

ADMISSION

lOcts.
No Reserved Seats

For the

.

Children
two
Matinees Moo. and
Sat 3 p. m.

6

Company.

A

A NEW LOT OF

A. O. Millice, of

Classified

Majestic

Hardware

Pioneers of Fair Prices.

88tf
holds office."
Anyone who makes the statement,
honestly that the County Superinten
dent need be a man of business ability
only, proves conclusively his woeful
misconception of the work of this important office. The efficient county
superintendent knows the detail of
FOR SALE.
the school work as definitely as the
successful superintendent of mining FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
operations knows the detail of
Skillman.
42tf
phaeSALE:
FOR
horse
One
and
(Signed) Jas E. CLARK,
ton. Apply Dr. Z. T. Martin. 99t6
Ass't Sup't Pub. Inst.
ALFALFA SEED Warranted pure.
Santa Fe N. M., Feb. 23, 1907.
Chas Doty, 1 mile south of Rosweli.
OltlO
Eighty acres, well improved, 1
miles from court house, for sale at FOR SALE. A first class piano, cheap
a bargain for a few days. Carlton
Miss Richeson, 309 N. Kentucky
& Bell.
01t3
FOR SALE OR TRADE:
One horse
and buggy. Apply 311 W. Tilden.

"

KIPLING'S

Why Not Buy a Rig Like This?

ent:

,

.

And you'Jl soon be wanting to get out and breathe the perfume of the alfalfa
and the apple blossoms.

tion.)

I

one-ha-

Coming

I

CO

'thirty-sevent-

pnf

i

BASE BALL GOODS
HAS JUST ARRIVED

Our line of Base Ball Goods is the most complete line in
town. Those wishing such would do well to come in and examine our stock. Base Ball Bats, Gloves, Masks and everything else a base ball man needs.

Rosweli Drug & Jewelry Co.
NOTICE OF SALE.
City of Rosweli to the
use and benefit of L.
B. Craig, Plaintiff,
vs.
Cause No 1038.
Charles F. Bryant,
Defendant.
In the District Court, Chaves County,
New Mexico.
By virtue of a certain order of sale
issuing out of the District Court of
Chaves County on the 1st day of February, 1907, in the cause above entitled and numbered, commanding the
sale of the property hereinafter described, for the purpose of satisfying
a judgment of said court, rendered
on the 30th day of January. 1907 for
the sum of $120.25 and 12 per cent per
annum interest thereon from the date
of &uch judgment, which, with the intercut to tho date of sa', will amount
to tii2 sum of $12". :0. .aid judgment
being Tendered in an action by plain- iff gainst iefe.iant up , a certain
tax bill issued for the building of a
sidewalk. I, C. L. Ballard, Sheriff of
Chaves County, will proceed on Tuesday, the 5th day of March, 1907, at ten
o'clock a. m. to sell for cash in hand
to the highest bidder, before the court
house door of Chaves County the following described property, to wit:
Lot No. 1, Block 7 of Sparks' Addition to the City of Rosweli, as shown
by the Plat of said City duly filed of
record in the Probate Clerk's office
of Chaves County, New Mexico, saij
sale to be so mada for the purpose of
satisfying the amount of said judgment and costs, as in said order of
sale specified.
Witness my hand this, the 1st day
of February, 1907.
C. L. BALLARD,
Sheriff of Chaves County.
Sat. 4t.

H. I. NOWLAN
LAWYER
Oarst B'ld'g.

Rosweli, N, M.

E. LUND

R.

LAWYER

Specialty
Navajo Block.

-

"lining Law
- 324 N. Main.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES

At
ALAMEDA GREKN HOUSES.

Telephone

184.

J.

W. C. Held.

Reid

&

M.

HerTy.

Hervey

LAWYERS
Room 9. Texas Block.

Phone

531

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

E. B.

5T0NE

GROCERIES

FOR RENT.
Typewriter.
FOR SALE:

HAY

AND

GRAIN

Phone 220,
Rear Admiral Craig Retires.
flo.
Address
Washington, Feb. 23. Rear Admir0t6
Box 531.
al J. E. Craig will reach the age limit
TRADE.
FOR RENT:
Front room, nicely fur-- . tomorrow and wrill retire from active
We
some
Iiave
now
Craig
is
fine land in artesian
service.
the
Admiral
Ky.
family,
408
N.
nished. Private
Island belt, well located, to exchange for
commandant at the League
Oltf-.
.
navy yard.
Missouri, Kansas or Oklahoma propFOR RENT: Large Sunny Hoom for
o
erty.
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
CARLTON & BELL.
Main St.
For meat and market pro85tf
425,
107
'phone
North
ducts,
Two or three upstairs
FOR RENT:
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale
rooms,
furnished or unfurnished. Main Street.
at the Record Office.
1302 N. Ky. ave.
0St3
20 acres of choice land
FOR RENT:
in good state of cultivation. A bounEMMETT PATTON. V. Pres.
F. DIVERS, Pre,
ED. S. QIBBANY, Sec.
tiful supply of artesian water. An
opportunity for a "Man with a
Hoe." Call on or address A. C. Wil02tf
son, 124
Main st.
reliable, credible history
Your

5th and

Reliable Abstracts

abstract should be a

WANTED.
Experienced Irrigator at
WANTED:
99tf
the Slaughter Farm.

LOST.
Log chain in or near Rosweli. Return to Record office and
04t2 '
reecive liberal reward.. ,

LOST:

of

your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Title & Trust Co.
Rosweli
V
INCORPORATED.

Phone 330.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

SiiUi Prize,
Seventh Prize, .. . .
Eighth Prise, .. .. ..
Ninth Prize, .. . . ..
Tenth Prize,
Eleventh Prize, ,. .. .
Twelfth Prize, .. .. .
Thirteenth Prize, .. ..
Fourteenth Prize, .. .
Fifteenth Prize
..
Sixteenta Prize,

160
Hondo

Water-Rig-

This land

acres in alfalfa.

.

upon it as a Joke. Even the author
of the bill has apparently forgotten
it and is now spending his efforts to
secure Wie passage of a law demand
ing that every spool of thread sold
in the state shall contain the number
of yards designated at the end of the

BILL SQUIRE S

0

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

GOMIRG

can be had for a few days at

Ter-Cente-

He Will Find No Trouble
Should He Prove a SucMatches.
rest chapter of the Daughters of the
cess, It is Said Jeffries Will Meet
Confederacy has completed a contract
Him. May Be Easy Mark.
'or the construction in this city of
N.
ROSWELL,
B.
ST.,
N.
M.
HA1N
General
monument
Forrest
to
a
NORTH
303
The base will be of gray granite and
will be surmounted by a
statue of General Forrest, carved
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 23. Some
ver Mine, Champion White Pearl and from Italian Marble. It is expected where" on the broad blue expanse of
Hickory King. Seed of no other varie that the monument will be completed
the Pacific is a ship bearing that
ty will be furnished but the contes within a year.
famous
Australian gladiator Bill
tants are at liberty to secure seed
Squires,
toward Son Francisco. Pro
of any i ther varieties from any other
source, and furthermore, may enter
moters of this bailiwick have been
as many different varieties as they
duly notified that 'this touted succesmay desire.
sor to Peter Jackson and Bob Fit5. How to send the corn to the col
zsimmons possesses a terrible punoh
lege. Each variety of corn grown
and that he is ready and willing to
should be carefully wrapped and se
test conclusions with any heavy
curely tied in a separate package
can
weight scrapper that America
FOR BEST with the name of the boy who grew
OFFERED
PRIZES
produce. Squires will probably reach
CORN GROWN BY BOYS.
it and the name of the variety attach-ehere in about sixteen days, and will
thereto and- also enclosed within.
probably thave little trouble in mak
The Individual .packages should be
ing a match upon his arrival.
sent to the person designated by the THE PRESIDENT TO APPOINT A
Manager Skinner of the Rhyolite
County leader who .will make them
COMMITTEE.
Athletic olufo is said to 'have several
into one package and ship to the New
scraps in prospect for the Australian
FROM 12 TO 18 YEARS Mexico College of Agriculture and
and has not entirely given up hope
Mechanic Ants, (freight address) Mes
of 'matching him with Jim Jeffries.
ilia Park. N. M. The transportation
Both Tommy Burns and Jack O'Brien
charges on the com will be paid by
have asked Skinner to arrange meet
the college. Should there be no conn SETTLE LABOR TROUBLES ings with Squires. It is generally bety
correspond; directly with
lieved that if Squires puts it over the
the New Mexico the leader,
Rules Governing
undersigned.
smaller heavyweight fry Jeffries will
Boys' Corn Growing Contest to be
6. Judges. One Judge will be apcome forth from Ms shell and have
held under the auspices of the New pointed by
the Agricultural College,
a go at the Australian. Sports all ov
Mexico College of Agriculture and one by
the Territorial superintendent
er the country are anxious to see
Mechanic Arts.
of Instruction and these two judges Washington's Farewell Address Read
in action again and if Squires
President
in
The
Senate.
the
shall select a third.
shows
that he has the goods a 'match
Consular
Diplomatic
Signs the
and
7. Prizes for the county contests.
them would without doubt
between
Appropriation
Speaks at
Bill.
The .whole matter of rules and prizes
be ithe greatest drawdng card ever
Union.
Harvard
for the county contests is left entirearranged in this country.
1. Cost on entering contest. Free. ly with
Despite the great amount of free
the Local Leaders.
2.
Who are eligible? Boys beadvertising he has received, Squires
S. Prizes ofTered by the New Mexi
tween he ages of 12 ajid 18 years liv co Agricultural College. The followis yet something of an unknown quan
tity. He may be a phenomenon, as
ing prizes, amounting to ONE HUNing in New Mexico.
Washington, Feb. 22. The house his backers assert, and again it may
3. How to make application. Write DRED DOLLARS, distributed between
on Interstate and Foreign be that he will ibe an easy mark for
Committee
offDent
will
be
varieties,
and
Flint
a letter something like the following:
ered by the New Mexico Agricultural Commerce decided today to report scrappers of the Burns O'Brien type.
1907.
College for corn grown in New Mexi- favorably the Townsend bill provid There is no possible way of getting
J. J. Vernon, Esq..
Hke a correct line on him
co by boys between the ages of 12 ing for
Agricultural College, N. M..
the appointment of a commis- anything
as he has met only English and Aus
and 18 years, contingent upon there
Dear Sk"
sion by the President to arbitrate la tralian fighters, any one of whom
I desire to enter the New Mexico being no less than 50 contestants:
bor troubles which threaten to In- would probably be an easy mark for
Vaon
OfTered
Dent and Flint
Boys" Corn Growing Contest. I am Prizes
commerce. Jack O'Brien. That he has a punch
with interstate
terfere
Corn:
of
rieties
me
age.
. . . .years of
Please scad
(best of all
The committee amended the bill so is indicated by the fact that but few
free of charge to the above address, PRIZE
opponents have lasted more
corn.
$25.00
varieties),
seed
pound
one
of
as to place thle commission Under of his
or two, his longest bat
than
round
a
1 promise to grow this corn to the PRIZE for the best letter telling
the supervision of the department of tle having 'been a seven round battle
about the various operation of
best of ray ability and to send to the
5.00 Commerce and Labor, rather than the with Peter Felix, a negro pugilist
growing corn
county leader or to the New Mexico
Squires is ibeing backed on the pres
department of the Interior.
Dent Variety Prizes.
Agricultural College, as may be direcThe senate 'began its session to- ent trip by Jack Wren, a Melbourne
$10.00
First Prize
ted, on or before November 20th, 1907
bookmaker who is .reported to have
5.00
Second Prize
2 ears of each variety grown together
day (Friday) by commemorating the
big wad of good Australian money
3.00
with answers to the following quesThird Prize
memory of George Washington, whose a
pirt up on "his favorite.
to
2.00
Fourth Prize
tions:
farewell address was read by Sena
1. Kind of soil and
2.00
subsoil on
Fifth Prize
tor Burkett of Nebraska. The house
Prize Fight Bill is Dead.
2.00
Sixth Prize
which the corn was grown.
did not observe the anniversary beFrancisco, Cal., Feb. 23. The
San
2.00
2. Climatic conditions.
Seventh Prize
yond reference to it in the prayer
fight bill of Senator Gus
Eighth Prize,
.. .. 1.00
3. Description of each operation and
the chaplain.
which threw a scare into
Hartman,
1.00
why It was performed.
Ninth Prize,
The President today signed 'the di the pugilists of the entire country,
1.00
4. Date of each operation.
Tenth Prize
plomatic and consular appropriation
is now a fit subject for an epitaph.
1.00
5. Name of variety or varieties of
Eleventh Prize,
bill, the first of the regular supply
It
has been given a knockout blow by
1.00
Twelfth Prize, .. ..
corn grown
measures to be acted on by this con
members of the state legislature,
the
1.00
6. Where the seed was obtained.
Thirteenth Prize
gress. Notwithstanding it was a na
who
referred it to the cemetery of
.
1.00
4. How to obtain seed. One pound
Prize,
Fourteenth
tional holiday, the President spent a
on public morals of the
the
committee
1.00
Fifteenth Prize
of shelled seed corn will be sent free
busy day, most of his time being oc- senate, iwhere
it will probably lie un
to every applicant who complies .with
1.00
Sixteenth Prize
cupied in hfs office on public busi
.the judgment day. The wise solons
Flint Variety Prizes.
the conditions named above. The seness. Late today he will leave for a til
know that prize fight
at
First Prize
lection of the variety of seed must
$10.00
two days' visit to Boston and Gro-to- ing Sacramento
horse racing bring .thousands
and
Second Prize
5.00
be from the following list: Swadley.
goes
to see 'his of tourists ,to the state who would oth
Mass., where he
3.00
Australian White Flint, Colorado YelThird Prize
boys at school. Tomorrow he will at- erwlse never be seen here, and they
low Dent, Pride of the North, Improv2.00
Fourth Prize
tend a reception given by the Harv- are not the ones to kill geese that lay
2.00
ed Learning, Golden Beauty, Iowa Sil
Fifth Prize
ard Union at Cambridge, at which golden eggs.
he will make an address.
The fight fans of the country may
possess their souls in peace and sweet
Swimming Race in New York.
probably nevNew York, Feb. 23. The first of a content. The bill will
reported
committee.
by
Ev
er
be
the
series of dual swimming meets besufficiently to
recover
en
should
it
tween rival athletic associations and get
on Che floor it will right speedily
universities iwill be held here tonight be given
a dose of knockout drops
when H. J. Handy of the Chicago Ath
measure
has few supporters in
The
ietic association will race a mile either house and
the majority look
with Frank Daniels of the New York
are
Athletic club. The contestants
regarded es the greatest swimmers
of the country. Dual meats of a similar character are planned for the swim
mers of Columbia, Yale, Pennsylvania
Chicago and other universities. Yale
will meet Chicago during 'the Easter

Carlton

Bell

life-size-

in Making

d

BOYS GORN

ARBITRATE

GONTEST

TROUBLES

d

-

Jef-firie-

s

swee-ktake-

anti-priz- e

.-

01 PepersOheepI

One More Good

:

10o.

vacation

week.

Merchants' Rates to New York.
Feb. 23. Merchants
rates to this city from Trunk Line
association territory became effective
today and will last until Tuesday, and
from March 16 to 19 inclusive.' with
the customary fifteen day return limit
The special rate is as usual, a fare
for the round trip.
and
Thousands of merchants and buyers
are expected in the city within the
next ferw days.
New York,

Per Hundred

Opportunity to
Save Your Rent
One good 3 room
house and 3 lots

one-thir- d

close in, $950.00.

At
.
i

i-

,

-

-

teord
ii

ing of the graduate nurses of the state
was held here today for the purpose
of organizing the Texas Graduate
Nurses' association. The attendance
at the meeting Included a considerable
proportion of the nurses of the state.
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Rakes, Spades and Hoes at Matin".
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February 14, the anniversary
the birth of Frederick Douglas, was
selected as the proper time for the
ceremony of laying the corner stone
of the mammoth structure, and on
this date a large number of represen
tative 'men and women of the colored
race assembled with the Exposition

grounds
officials at the
The mas
to witness the ceremony.
was Secretary
ter of ceremonies
Shepperd of the Jamestown Exposi
tion. Barton Myers, Governor of the
ways and Means of the Exposition,
formerly tendered the site to the Negro Development and Exposition Com
pany and in conclusion said it was
his hope and belief that the exhibits
displayed in the building would show
to the world a better classification of
the negro race, so that the entire
body of colored people may not be cal
led upon in the future, as they have
been in the past, to bear the blame
which public opinion attaches to them
on account, of the actions of a degrad
ed element of the race.
After invocations by Rev. A. Binga.
Jr., D. D., of Richmond, the officers
of the Masonic Grand Lodge of Virginia then placed the stone in po
sition with the usual ceremonies of
the order. The stone bears the inscri
ption "Negro Building. 1607 1907."
ami
Following the Masonic service
Music by the band from the Hampton
Industrial Institute for colored youth
several addresses were made. The
first was by W. Isaac Johnson, president of the Negro Exposition Company.
Other addresses were made
by Giles Jackson, director general of
the Company on the subject, "History
of the Negro Exhibit," Mrs. A. M.
Curtis, .fiscal agent on the subject,
"Negro Woman's Part;" R. T. Hill,
treasurer, on "Financing the Exhibit;" R. Kelser, field agent and general secretary, on "Together we stand."
and Thomas J. Calloway, the chairman of the Executive committee on
"What the Negro Will Show."
The negro building which was designed by W. Sidney Pittman, a young
colored architect of Washington, D.
C, is 125 by 250 feet two stories in
height and of colonial design and will
cost about fifty thousand dollars. It
is to be completed in sixty days and
ready for the installation of exhibits
which are to be arranged by states.
Collections are being made mainly
along the lines of agriculture, horticultural, liberal and fine arts, domes-

tic science, education, Investions, professions and literature. The exhibit
will be a surprise to many visitors
who have become possessed with the
idea that the colored race is altogelh
er servile and without capability of
high intellectual attainments.
The
worst side of negro life and character
has been promulgated and paraded
and his faults laid bare, and it is fortunate that the Jamestowp Exposition
offers an opportunity for the race 'to

present tangible and irrefutable

dence in contradistinction to the
nomer.

evimis-

Basketball at Carlisle.
Carlisle, Pa., Feb. 22. The only
basketball game scheduled with another college this season will be play
ed by the Carlisle Indian team this
evening. Franklin and Marshall's being the opponents.
A schedule of 12
games has been arranged for the base
ball team, but with the exception of
one little jaunt no extensive trip will
be taken.

Atlanta, Ga., Feb.

ments.
R.

Negro . Development and Exposition
company
was organized under the
laws of the State of Virginia, and this
Company has been hard at work for
months past, creating an interest in
the matter, all over the Union. Sev
eral states ihave made appropriations
and negro exhibits from nearly all the
States will be displayed in the Negro
building.

Commute Negro's Sentence.
22. The sentence of Andrew Bell a negro murderer
who was to have been hanged today
in Laurens county, has been commuted to Me Imprisonment by the state
prison commission.

$250 cash down
balance easy pay

Organize Nurses' Association.
Fort Worth, Tex.. Feb. 23. A meet-

Jamestown but twelve years ofter the
at
founding of the first settlement
that place, therefore the colored race
is to :have an important part in the
international celebration in comme
moration of that event, a celebration
known as the Jame9town
nial Exposition which opens on Haimp
ton Roads, near Norfolk, Virginia
April 26. To this end the Jamestown
Company set aside a
Exposition
park
choice tract in the Exposition
for the negro building purposes and
the general government appropriated
the sum of one hundred thousand dol
lars for the erection of a Negro buildcollecting,
ing and .the expense of
maintaining and returning exhibits.
To further the work and control the
building, concessions, and exhibits, a

Agent.
liu!

I

For loans on improved Pecos Valley real estate at lowest rates, apply
giving full particulars, to Box 76, care

burnl Record, Roswell, N.

M.
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Cooper & Klillice

Stone of Mammoth Exhibit
Building Laid.
(By Mark O. Waters.)
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 22. The life of
the negro race In America began at

QUANTITY

Monument for General Forrest.
Rome, Ga., Feb. 23. The N. B. For-

A.

Corner

o

&

. F. COOPER.

NEGROES AT JAMESTOWN.

bulletins, or persons.
Make your application at once and AN UNKNOWN
address all communications to,
J. J. VERNON,
P. O. Agricultural College, N. M.

$35.00 per acre.
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spool.

Bach 'boy should provide a book in
which the days' operations may be re NOTED AUSTRALIAN
PUGILIST
corded. The record should be made!
NOW ON HIS WAY TO
AMERICA.
each evening. These notes should
consist of the date, just what was
done that day and why it was done.
Get all information you can regard
ing corn growing from books papers,
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in colonial costume, as also were the
six Puritan Maidens, Misses Elizabeth
Steven, Nisbet, Lois Nisbet. Snyder,
MeConneli and Sandham, who assisted in serving the guests. Every attendant had a good' time and the ladies cleared j.bout $60 for the church
fund.

The Book Club met Friday afternoon with Mrs. C. C. Martin, and the
affair was appropriate to the day,
RE- which was the birthday of George
BIRTHDAY
WASHINGTON'S
Washington. The colors of patriotism
CEPTION AT THE COMwere everywhere seen in the floral
MERCIAL CLUB.
decorations and the same color
scheme was carried out In the delicious refreshments that were served.
The feature of the afternoon was a
picture guessing contest, toy which
A DECIDED
SUCCESS the guests showed their knowledge
of the acts and characteristics of the
great patriot.
Many o Cthe ladies
equaled each other In attaining the
highest score and in the cut Mrs. Peters won the prize, a burnt wood box
Presbyterian Ladies' Reception and decorated with
cherries from WashSupper Realizes Sixty Dollars for ington's
tree.
favorite
AfBook
Club
The
Church Fund.
fair. Several Other Social Events
Miss Irma Cottingham entertained
of the Week.
Miss James class in the Southern
M. E. Sunday
school at her home
on North Pecos last night, about thirty young people being present. Guess
ing games aforded the means of a
The Washington's Birthday recep- very pleasant evening, at the conclution of the Roswell Commercial Club sion of which refreshments were serwas one of the distinctively success- ved.
i
ful social events of the season. It
Mrs. T. M. Daniels and Mrs. G. L.
was 'held last evening in the club True entertained three tables at cards
rooms, iwhioh wore a special dress Wednesday evening.
of decoration both appropriate and at
tractive. The walls were almost hid- A REVIVAL OF
SPECIAL
den with immense flags and draperCAR IMMIGRATION.
ies of red, white and blue, the colors
At the present there is not a single
under which Washington fought and
won. Festoons of small
red, white immigration company coming to the
and blue incandescents furnished the Pecos Valley with special cars. This
light, and these same clever inven- was done on an extensive scale up
tions formed the flaring characters, to six or eight
months "ago and is
"Fab. 22, 1732," the date of Washbeing
still
done
the Panhandle.
in
ington's birth, over the grate in the
front drawing room. The attendance But a new company has now been
was large.
formed which will revive this method
The evening was spent by the old- of inducing Immigrants to come to
er people at card tables. Military Eu- the valley. It was formed this week
chre was the game, the miniature at
Lake Arthur and is to be known as
forts at the different tables, with
their flags and the miniature flag the Pecos Vallej Land Company. It
favors adding to the decorative is made up of the following officers:
scheme of the evening. A very war- J. K. Hearte, president; S. W. HolW C. Lawrence,
like bugle sounded the close of the der,
secretary and treasurer; E. C. Jack
game.
For the younger people dancing son general manager, and M. W. Evwas the diversion. A splendid four-piec- e ans. All these men are well known
orchestra furnished the music, in the land business and immigration
and the dancers were not content to work and will no doubt make a suchave "Home, Sweet Home" sounded cess of their new company.
oefore niidnighj,.
A Great Success.
Punch was liberally served through
The Roswell Nurseries, owned by
out the evening and very delicious
R. F. Cruse, are proving a big sucoarmel ice cream, cakes and kisses
cess He has sold over 15,000 trees
were the refreshments at the close.
spring. The wise planter will do
The patronesses of the reception this
well
to get his prices. His trees were
were Mesdames C. E. Mason. L. C.
not hurt by the freeze la.nt fall. He
Walker, W. W. Phillips and Robert
is selling them by the wagon load
Kellahin, and to them is due in a
large measure the success of the af- every day.
fair, which vas complete.

'

t;

The Martha Washington ..reception
and supper, given An the 17.' S. Market building last evening by the ladies
of the Presbyterian church was large
ly attended and a decided success.
The room was richly decorated in the
national red, white and blue, even
the curtains to the windows being
made of .bunting in these colors. A
picture of the first president , illuminated with red, white and blue lights
was the feature of the decorations.
The tables were all made attractive
with silver and linen, small flags and
dainty dishes. The supper consisted
of chicken, turkey, coffee, bread and
buttter, pickles, cake and tea.
The reception commi.tee was composed of six of .the church ladies,
Mesdames Fred Hunt, E. E. Davis,
Carson, Elza White and Arthur Ingham and Miss Holt. All were dressed

Phone No. 35

Piano Bargains

Bernard Pos Piano Go
EXPERT TUNING.
Telephone 322.

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

at

all times.

J)

at

Mr and Mrs. Herman Shepke came
in Friday Croat Albia, la., and are
All feature pictures. Majestic 10c here for the formers health They
will! be here at least two months.
Attend the Juniors' entertainment
J. J. Thompson, who has been here
at the Baptist church. Mar. 1st.
Protestant Episcopal Church.
three months' visiting his ibrother-in-htServices
tomorrow, ' the Second
W. J. Stites, left this morning
Wtn. Phillips and wife arrived on
Sunday in Lent, 11 a. m. by Rev.
Friday from Chicago and will be here for his home la Cincinnati, Ohio.
till the first of April for Mr. Phillips'
E. D. McQueen Gray, of Carlsbad.
Get in your orders at the earliest possible date, before
Extra fancy, winter laying,
health.
the old, hardened CEMENT BLOCKS, nine months old
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
Rhode Isrland
Reds, 15 eggs
are gone. Not more' than 750 left today.
Strangers always welcome.
S. V. Holder, of Lake Arthur went $2.00; 30 eggs, $3.75. No sitock for
We also have old, strong 6 in. 8 in. and 10 in. TILING.
to Artesia Friday with a party of sale. H. V. Robertson, Amarillo, Tex.
All 8 in. are sold and loaded for Hagerman, and 1000
Presbyterian Church.
Homeseekers
after spending two days
feet more ordered.
(Edwin Emerson Davis, Minister.)
in Roswell.
We make CEMENT BRICK, in every proportion of
Mr. Davis will preach at both ser
R B McClung arrived Friday from
sand and cement, cheaper than clay brick. Kindly give
Rlsh left Friday v emuierford, Texas and expects' to re vices. The subject of the morning
Mrs.
W.
Mr.
J.
and
us your orders for the different kinds in advance.
for their home in Clarendon. Texas, main in Roswell about two months sermon will oe "The Victory of
after epending two days here seeing visiting relatives and seeing the Faitih." In the evening the third lecis'the only pi actical w ay outside of the Artesian
country
ture in the series, Early History of
the country.
A Word About Cement "Brick
belt.
Christianity, will be delivered. Sub
Lawyer R. E. Lund, who iias been ject, "Persecution and Martyrdom
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wilbur, and litByron Jackson Centrifugal Pumps.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. .m.
tle son went to Lakewood Friday to under the care of Dr. Galloway at his
re"But a very essential point, sometimes forgotton, is
some
home
days,
today
was
for
spend a .week looking after business
C. E. meeting, 6:30 p. m.
and
t
that cement brick are a better brick. They are watermoved to St. Mary's hospital for
visiting.
Wednesday, 7:30
lecture
and
& Fairbanks Gasoline Engines
Olds
proof and will last an endless time, only improving with
treatment.
p. m. Topic, "The World's Way a
age instead of deteriorating, which is the case with clay."
W. S. Moore returned Friday from
Way."
are the only efficient and economical machinery
Mrs. J. E .Montgomery, who has Better
The above is an extract from the address of George J.
a business trip of several days in Car
You are cordially invited to attend
suited for Ihe purpose.
been
visiting
fam
here
the
six
weeks
Seymour, a building expert, before the recent Internalsbad in the interest of the Roswell
these
Plants in operatian on exhibition.
services.
ily
of her father, S. G. White, left
tional Cement Congress at Chicago, in which he showed
Marble Works.
e will be ylad to show any one interested a pracof clay brick all
this morning for her home in Mem
that cement brick are taking t he pi icehighly
At the Christian Church.
tical
demonstration of a successful pumping plant.
civilized and
Mike Weil returned this morning phis, Texas.
over the world, especially in the more
Regular services by the Pastor at
seen
from a business trip to Carlsbad,
o
advanced communities. His whole address can be
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Morning sub
E. C. Hall, of Amarillo came in on
where he went to look after his comas published in well kntwn magazines at our office.
"Misplaced
ject,
Confidence."
The
Friday morning for a short visit after Special
mission business.
Don't forget our Pecosrirer sand.
will include a solo by
music
a trip down the valley. Mr. Hall is Mrs.
Eunice Petty.
The musical event of the season, traveling auditor for the Pecos Val
Evening subject, "Effects of Paul's
ley
railroad.
the Philharmonic orchestra, assisted
Conversion on the Disciples."
by the best talent of the. city, Thurs
Junior Endeavor 3 p. m. Miss F.
Mr. W. A. Jones, a student in the
i
day night, Feb. 28.
Woolverton P. B. College at San An Adelia tScudder, supt.
Christian Endeavor, 6 p. m. Mrs
1
gelo, Tex., arrived Friday morning
J. B. Rutherford and H. A. Lay, and will resume
D. H. Bradbury, president.
studies'
the
his
in
left Friday on a short business trip Roswell college.
Bible school meets at 9:40 a. m.
A. L. W. NILSSON, Manager.
to, Amarillo and Fort Worth in the
J. J. Beck, Supt.
insurance business.
A cordial welcome awaits everyone
Roswell N. M.
Phone 80.
602 N. Main St.
Mrs. J. E. Rucker returned yester
at this church.
day
days'
sixty
trip
Texas
from
a
to
Now is the time. Large stock of
C. C. HILL, Minister.
fine roots just received. Rospwell spending some time with her daugh
ter
old
and
at
at
Ft.
her
McKavitt
buying within the next two weeks.
Sunday at the Baptist Church.
home at Rockdale.
200 South Main Phone 175.
04 tf
C. Disney, of Lake Arthur, .was in Ingersoll's Book Store.
Pastor Vermillion is preparing a
town Friday visiting friends and tran
Mrs. Mot St. Clair and Mrs. Walt series of sermons on The Bible, its
The largest and most
stock of I JIM BEH,
R. T. Stanton, who has been here er Stokeo,
sacting business.
Quincy, 111., came in origin, its translations, its relation
of
six days visiting his daughter. Mrs
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
and after a short visit here to history, its inspiratiou, its rela
Will Lawrence was up from Lake A inert ituh, jr., left this morning Fridaygone
will re tion to science, its relation to the
They
to
Carlsbad.
have
Arthur Friday looking after land and for his home in Chicago.
sacred books of the East, and other
turn in a few days.
immigration business.
o
related subjects.
These sermons
See Gyp Junior, March 1st.
o
Miss Grace Wetherald left Friday
Harry Cowan and J. I. Hinkle were ought to be especially interesting to
Harry Jaffa went to Hagerman on
morning to spend three days at her up from Hagerman Friday closing the thoughtful young people.
Only 10c Majestic tonight.
Friday to remain a week looking af- claim
near Hagerman. She is a teach deal for the purchase of the Felix
The morning sermon tomorrow will
ter sheep interests.
In
er
Irrigation Company's plant, mention discuss "How to Deal With Doubts
the Roswell schools
See our 5 and 10c counters. Makin
ed in yesterday's Record.
Concerning Religion." The subject of
G. Bland ford returned to Lake ArA crowd of young people composed
o
Chicken dinner at Shelby Sunday. thur Friday after spending several
the evening discourse will be "God's
mostly of High school girls and boys
Mrs. H. I. Nowlan and brother, Three Fires."
days here on business.
Be sure and meet Granny Gyp at
and Frank James, were Roswell visi
and Military cadets went out on the Eugene Collinson returned Friday
McGlashan, expert key fitter. Ma
The special music for Sunday will tors, Saturday.
the Baptist church Friday evening.
morning from a very pleasant visit include a solo by Mrs1. Edward Ellis
0t5
tin's.
For meat and market pro- Berrendo yesterday for a picnic.
Mr. James and children, who have
at their old home in Galva, 111. They and a solo by Col. Barlow.
Miss Irraine Gunsul, who has been
Andy Jones came in Friday from were gone two months.
has It ducts, 'phone 425. 107 North
been quite aick wiithi "grippe" are here six weeks visiting her brother,
Jeweler,
Boellner,
the
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
City,
Sterling
accompanied
by
Texas,
Main Street.
37tf
o
greatly improved.
cheaper.
Junior Union 3 p. m.
Bernard Gunsul and mother, left this
his son, Willis Jones, who will enter
E. R. Gresler, .manager of the Pecos
Senior B. Y. P. U. 6:30 p. m.
Mr. G. M. Jones had the misfortune1 morning for her home in ChambersMrs. J. M. Hervey left Friday mor- the Woolverton business college
Unfurnished rooms
FOR RENT:
Valley Immigration Company at Ar
The public is cordially invited to to lose two fine mules, caused by burg, Pa., to resume her practice aa
04t3
ning for Chicago, to join Mr. Hervey
quire at T. C. Market.
to attend these services and join in the eating
tesia. came m Friday morning
r
a physician.
rotten corn.
tonight.
Moving
pictures.
Majestic
who is there on business.
meet the big excursion which E. B. worship.
We are glad to know Miss Bertha
f
C. Moots and Mr. Kirkland re
Hancher brought from the north.
E. B. Hancher, of Carlsbad came
Taylor is fully recovered from a se
FOR SALE:
A full set of carpenturned to Lake Arthur Friday.
Methodist Episcopal Church.
in
Friday morning with a party of 38
O
ter's tools, cheap. Mrs. Katie SimT
U should have one of those fam (Cor. 5th and Kentucky. John H. vere case of grippe.
prospectors
from the middle states.
. . Ixi kens came up from Artesia
mons, Riverside Heights.
04t2
ous Woolard Books of Toasts, also
M urray , Pastor )
Miss Elizabeth Evans returned Sat
i Friday to sell centrifugal pumps.
Love and Friendship, silk and leath
Preaching services at 11:00 and at urday night on train, having spent He remained here Friday and part of
Phone 263 and order your rigs for
today with the party and left toda;4
er binding only. 50c and 1.00. Very 7:30. Rev. Samuel Blair, superinten the day with her fattier.
Muncy Jias the best and
S T Bitting came up from Carlsbad Sunday.
tasty. Ingersoll's Book Store. 03tf
dent of the Methodist Episcopal Misfor points farther south .
some
cattle swellest turnouts in town.
Friday morning to sell
Mr. Grover James went
to East
sion, will preach at both services.
to help Mr.
Sunday school at 9:45, J. E. Hen Grand Plains, Friday,
I have 80 acres Minnesota Iron ore
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Hull and Mttle
FriGyp
Granny
move
a
Hostetter
drill.
We
with
well
are
Make
a
on
Stadate
overstocked
Box
supt.
derson,
20
exchange
acres
land to
for 10 or
15
son, of Purcell, I. T., who have been
day evening at the Baptist church. tionery. You can save 20 per cent by
Class meeting at close of morning
adjoining town of Roswell. Price $50
There will be preaching at the down the valley two or three weeks,
buying within .next two weeks. 04tf
preaching service, J. W. Wilson, school house next Sunday, Feb. 24. came
descrip
per
me
full
acre.
with
Write
Hager
Washington
went
to
in Friday to spend several
i Johnnie
Everyone is cordially invited to be weeks in
tion. Henry C. George, Staples, Minn leader.
Don't be fooled by unscrupRoswell. They will probabman Friday on a short business trip.
Dr. C. E. Lukens left Friday on a
Junior League at 3:00 o'clock.
present.
04t3
ulous tales about fresh
ly locate here.
trip to several points down the valPeople's
Young
meeting
6:30
at
o
home made Candy.
Mrs C. S. Lusk left Friday .to spend ley, to be gone until the first of next
There was a dance given at the
Second quarterly conference Mon
The farmers' meeting at the Com
Chicken dinner at Shelby Sunday.
a week at the Lusk ranch near El kins week.
home of W. I. Brockman, last FriMonday will be day evening at 7:30
next
mercial
Club
WE MAKE
Prayer meeting Wednesday even day night. Every one report a very
held in two sessions, from 10 to 12
The spacious room of the Sheridan
Deputy Sheriff Guy Herbert returnenjoyable time.
ing at 7:30
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
p.
m.
4
m.,
a.
2
to
All
farm
from
and
ed Friday from a trip to Lake Arthur. block will be dedicated next ThursMore than any one in Rosstrangers
will
welcomed
at
All
he
in(Local Report.)
Mrs. Adelaide Evans returned Monare
ers
interested
and
citizens
day night by the Philharmonic or
well, we ship in large
i
church. day evening from a two weeks' visit
at
this
these
all
services
Roswell,
N. M., Feb. 23. Temperaand
vited.
i Willows, cotton woods, poplars, elms chestra.
It is not
AH sittings free. The pastor of this with her daughter, Mrs. E. J. Coe, of ture.
Max., 66; min., 48; mean, 57.
and catalpas. Wyatt Johnson, 'phone
Precipitation, 00; wind N., velociR. F. Bannett Jeft this morning to church announces that he will be Glencoe, N. M.
G. A. Cole and Miss Bessie Foster
1 602.
02t6
glad to call upon strangers, or others
ty 5 miles; weather clear.
Ridge,
STUFF
La.
He
family
join
at
Oak
his
Springs,
Friday
Big
Tex
from
arrived
John Wilkinson and Mrs. Frank
o
J
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
.will also make a trip to Mississippi who have no church connections, to Smith
accompanied by Miss Ada
I
J. E. Cady, who was here to meet as, for a visit with J. J. Cole and
may
Sie
be
as
service
Generally fair tonight and Sunday;
Ros- render such
as
to
from
as
return
Beats
lie
Alabama,
far
will
and
and
V
family.
d
Caldwell and Pinkie Caldwell, retium-ethe excursion, went to Lake Arthur
H
colder tonight.
here to Boston.
well with his family in about a able, (where the services of a min
m Friday.
to Artesia Sunday eve.
required.)
are
ister
M. WRIGHT.
month.
Jim Ballard returned Friday from
309 North Main Stkket
A surprise party .was given to Mr,
Official in Charge.
K. S. Woodruff returned this morn- a stay of several days in Carlsbad,
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Donahoo, of Law
The First M. E. Church, South.
Bert White last Monday evening in
ing from a week's business trip to where he was visiting friends and re
ton, O. T.,
have .been here sever
(John W. Smith, Pastor.) t
honor of his birthday. A large crowd
latives.
Amarillo.
al days, went to Hagerman Friday
The pastor will fill his pulpit at 11 gathered and all had an enjoyable
to look at the land they recently bo't a. m. and 7:30 p. m. tomorrow.
time.
The Philharmonic.
The Alameda Brownies defeated
sermon,
j
near there. They will return to RosSubject of his morning
The big orchestra, 18 pieces. Next
the Railroad team yesterday after
The people of Orchard Park met
well soon.
TRANSFORMING VISION," and he
Thursday night.
noon, U to 1.
iFriday night and organized a
last
on
STORE
"GOD'S
preach
will
Use The
Literary Society, A nice attendance
HOUSE" at the evening hour.
and a committee was appointed to
Two Ball Adjuster
Special music at both services.
arrange for another entertainment.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
On your electric, lights.
Junior Epworth League 3 p. m.
Miss Maud Gray entertained MesLeague
6:30
Epworth
Senior
and
dames John Grant, Dr. Johnson, H.
HY PROPOSITION
The public and all visitors in Ros Robbins and Misses Babcock and
Is that I will install
well are most cordially invited to at- White at a turkey dinner given at
one of these adjuwtera
tend all services.
the iiame of her mother in Orchard
on 1) days free trial.
Park Sunday,
If ic is not worth the
Orchard Park items.
price
A nice entertainment and Basket
the trial costs
We expect to organize a Sunday
you
nothing.
Social, was given at the school house
School soon.
for the purpose of buying an org-aSaves You Monty On
Mr. George James made a business for the Sunday School. They realized
trip last Sunday.
over $37 from the social. There was
Your Lighting
"MEET ME AT THE PANHANDLE STOCKMEN'S CONVENTION
Mrs. Gray made a business trip to a large crowd and every one had
thljight
By
Chicken

dinner

Shed by Sunday.
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Roswell, Monday,
Mr. Hadder made a business trip
to Roswell last .week.
Miss Hadder visited home foks
Thursday of last week.
Mr. Hoi land .was a passenger to
Roswell, Monday morning.
Mr, Andrew Johnson went to Lake

Arthur, Friday, on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert White went to
Roswell, Saturday, shopping.
Mesdames Johnson and Rodman
were shoppers in Roswell, Saturday.
School opened Monday week with
a good attendance, and Prof. Carson
as instructor.
O. V. Putnam and R. H. Rodman
made a land prospecting trip to Roswell, Saturday.
Miss Mary Jones, of East Grand
Plains, was an Orchard Park visitor
last Thursday.
Mrs. Ora Ourrie, Miss Helen Jones
"

Hp"

a good time.

putting

where you wantjit.

Mrs S. P. Denning and little son,
Sam Pruit Denning, and daughter,
Mrs. Charles Thomas, of Artesia, left
Friday for San Antonio, Texas, where
they will make an extended visit for
the benefit of Mrs. Thomas health.
All

feature pictures. Majestic,

10c.

Ingrain Paper
That

will not fade. We have" it.
We have everything in high grade

Wall Coverings

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

